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Lunch & Learn:
Engaging in Canadian Offsets 



About Canadian defence 
offsets



What’s an offset?

When the Canadian government procures 
goods from a foreign “prime” contractor,  an 
agreement is consummated between the 
contractor and the government stipulating that 
the same amount must be invested back into 
Canada, usually over a set period of time and 
with certain other conditions. This is called an 
offset, and is administered by Industry Canada 
through the IRB/ITB (Industrial Regional or 
Technological Benefits) program.



Canada 



Defence procurement 
strategy: recent changes



Canadian Govt Policy

In March 2013, the Federal Budget endorsed the plan to focus on job 
creation and “buy Canadian” in military procurement. 

On February 5, 2014, Minister of PWGSC announced new measures to 
make offsets into “publicly accountable liabilities” and to evaluate all 
proposals going forward based on the impact to jobs to Canada with 
increased focus on SMEs, exports and technology investments. 

10% of the evaluation process for new defence contracts will now be 
based on how well Prime Contractors support Canadian businesses 
(Most defense industry contracts are  won/lost by <5%). 



“One of the biggest changes is that we will ask bidding companies to present Value 
Propositions as a fundamental part of their bid. Each Value Proposition will 
demonstrate how a successful bid will benefit Canada. This will now be a key 
consideration: a weighted and rated element of the defence procurement process, 
along with the technical and pricing elements that were there before. In doing this, this 
new instrument will be used to achieve improved economic outcomes for Canada 
from defence and major Coast Guard procurements. Another key change is that we 
will be making a significant shift on the Industrial and Regional Benefits Policy, which 
up until now was scored on a pass-fail basis. This policy will be transformed and 
strengthened by focusing on value propositions as a weighted, rated and required 
element of major bid proposals.Going forward, these benefits and the IRB policy will 
be known as Industrial and Technological Benefits. This will better reflect the real 
competitive advantages of companies and Canada: creating high-value jobs, 
investing in innovation, IP transfer, or supporting international business, just as 
examples. And in another break from the past, we will make companies publicly 
accountable for what they propose so that we have transparency with regard to 
investments that are being made.”

Minister Diane Finley, 
Minister of PWGSC

February 5, 2014 



“Simply put, we will do business 
with companies who bring jobs to 

Canada”
 

Minister Diane Finley, 
Minister of PWGSC
October 17th 2013 



Defence procurement 
strategy

● DPS fulfills Government’s commitment to create 
economic opportunities and jobs for Canadians

● Improving economic outcomes is not only good for 
Canadian industry -- also a strategic choice that 
enhances Canadian sovereignty and national 
security

● DPS represents a fundamental change in the 
approach to defence procurement: informed by 
Government’s extensive engagement with industry 
and by recommendations in Jenkins and Emerson 
reports



Objectives of DPS

● Deliver the right equipment to the Canadian Armed 
Forces (CAF) and Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) in 
a timely manner

● Leverage our purchases of defence equipment to 
create jobs and economic growth in Canada

● Streamline the Defence Procurement Process



Early engagement

● Two-way conversation 
● Helps GC understand what industry solutions are 

available
● New approach will support:

○ Publication of a Defence Acquisitions Guide
○ Value Propositions and procurement-specific 

engagement
○ Regular review of KICs
○ Continual improvement of the DPS



Defence acquisitions guide

● Will enable Canadian industry and potential bidders 
to make informed R&D investments and strategic 
partnering decisions

● Ensures Canadian industry is better positioned to 
deliver equipment and services for the CAF, and for 
export opportunities in defence sector

● Will identify list of procurement projects to be 
developed over 5, 10, 15, and 20 year timeframes 

● Include projects over $100M and those of lower 
value ($20-100M) that have leveraging potential for 
Canadian industry

● Initial version to be published by DND: June 2014



Key industrial capabilities

● Originally identified in the Jenkins report to serve as 
a framework

● Six identified areas as KICs by Jenkins:
○ Arctic and Maritime Security
○ Protecting the Soldier
○ Training Systems
○ Cyber-Security
○ Command & Support
○ In-Service Support

● KICs will be applied in identified market segments 
through the use of Value Proposition



Value proposition

● Represents a shift from IRB policy (scoring on 
pass/fail basis) to Industrial and Technological 
Benefits (ITB), with a Value Proposition

● Focus on Value Proposition as a weighted, rated, 
and required element of bids informed by KICs

● Favours actions that reflect:
○ Investments that strengthen Canadian KICs
○ Investments that support enhanced productivity
○ Broader Industrial and Technological high-value 

activities, such as technology transfer
● Timing of fulfilling Value Proposition commitments 

will also be considered



Defence analytics institute

● 2013 Jenkins report noted insufficient data and 
analysis on both defence economics-related issues 
and Canadian defence industrial base

● Recommended that an institute be established to 
lead the required research and analysis to fill the 
gap

● Strong recognition among industry stakeholders 
that research and analysis are critical to help guide 
and inform the Government’s objective of improved 
economic outcomes from defence procurement.



Increasing market size

● In Canada alone, where defence spend is offset 
100%, current offset obligations outstanding total 
over $21.5B, with an additional $100B to be created 
via the Canada First Defence Strategy

● Globally - defence procurement has grown at a 3% 
CAGR since 2000

● Estimated $500B of offset obligations to be created 
worldwide by 2016

Sources: The Half Trillion Dollar Challenge: Building Successful Global Offset Strategies, Avascent, 
February 2012, p. 1; Summation of Equipment and Infrastructure spend from Canada First Defence 
Strategy, Department of National Defence, June 2008, Chart 3, p. 12

Note that the US has been excluded from the market sizing figures as it does 
not use offsets as a part of its military procurement strategy.



Global Defence 
Procurement (excl. USA)

Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Military Expenditures Database

With the average 
defence and 
aerospace 
procurement contract 
holding a 70% offset 
obligation, the global 
industry represents 
roughly US$650 
billion in offsets as 
of 2011.



OMX is a secure subscription-based 
software platform custom built for defence 
contractors. OMX was founded from the desire 
to improve the leveraging of Canadian 
military procurements.
Today, the company is the central platform for 
supply chain and sales in the defence and 
aerospace industry in Canada and we have 
recently expanded internationally.

OMX: a new way of 
managing defence offsets



Partners

OMX has been 100% funded by Canadian 
founders, private angels, and government 
organizations such as Coral CEA, NRC-IRAP 
and The Ministry of Economic Development 
and Innovation.



Advisory Board

OMX's advisory board include international 
offset managers, government relations experts, 
technology consultants and defence and 
aerospace professionals.



Team 

OMX's team includes strong domain, 
technology and management expertise.

Nicole 
Verkindt

President

Timothy Quinn

Chief 
Technology 
Officer

Katherine 
Jacome

Account 
Manager

Board of Directors

Rob Segal

Mark 
Nashman

Talmon 
Firestone

Business 
Development



Users
32 of the biggest global Prime contractors have dozens of their 
supply chain and IRB managers actively using our platform.



Overall security

OMX was 100% built in Canada by Canadian 
developers with extensive application security 
experience (such as TSE/SVX). 

OMX has passed extensive security 
assessments by 3 of the largest prime 
contractors in the defence industry.



OMX Features
Search for qualified suppliers using a variety 
of structured search filters, including 
locations, capability codes, part 
numbers, certifications and export 
experience

Connect directly with other companies 
through OMX’s bookmarking and supplier 
list tools, or through encrypted, internal 
company-to-company messaging

Maintain a robust public 
company profile to 
attract suppliers

Ensure suppliers 
accurately calculate 
Canadian Content Value 
(CCV)

Create, manage and track 
offset projects and 
proposals

Initiate and/or participate 
in offset recipient 
transactions, then 
manage and track 
progress through robust 
data dashboarding

Accommodate 
government causality 
and incrementality 
requirements through 
document management 
and supporting email 
features



Maintain a 
robust 
company 
profile to 
attract other 
companies

Supporting Sales



Accurately 
calculate 
Canadian 
Content 
Value 
(CCV)

Supporting Sales



Connect directly with other 
companies through OMX’s 
bookmarking and supplier list 
tools, or through encrypted, internal 
company-to-company messaging

Supporting Sales



Collaborate using OMX’s bookmark 
annotation feature

Supporting Sales



Accommodate government causality 
and incrementality requirements

Supporting Sales



Search for qualified 
suppliers using a variety of 
structured search filters, 
including locations, size, 
capability codes, part 
numbers, certifications 
and export experience



Connect directly with other 
companies through OMX’s 
bookmarking and supplier list 
tools, or through encrypted, internal 
company-to-company messaging



Collaborate using OMX’s bookmark 
annotation feature



At $90/month per user, the Connect tier allows 
you to:
● Access technology partners and suppliers across 

Canada by CCV (Canadian Content Value), region, size 
and capability, using the largest structured database of 
defence, aerospace and security companies in Canada

● Access prime contractors and major Tier 1 contractors 
suppliers and partners list as they develop value 
proposition proposals 

● Upload, email and securely share documents between 
companies including marketing materials

● Accommodate government causality and incrementality 
requirements



The Qualify tier allows you to:
● Engage our partner NeXsys Group, to provide detailed 

third-party real-time readiness assessments
● Qualify your company's internal capabilities after initial 

connection with a buyer with your discretion 
● For buyers - this feature reduces risk and cost to 

shortlist and assess new suppliers 

Pricing at $125/month including unlimited re assessments 
and feedback to improve internal systems. 
http://prezi.com/p51rbs9etz0_/nexsys-group-presentation-
2014/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy 

http://prezi.com/p51rbs9etz0_/nexsys-group-presentation-2014/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
http://prezi.com/p51rbs9etz0_/nexsys-group-presentation-2014/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
http://prezi.com/p51rbs9etz0_/nexsys-group-presentation-2014/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy


Create, manage 
and track offset 
projects and 
proposals



Initiate and/or 
participate in offset 
recipient 
transactions, then 
manage and track 
progress through 
robust data 
dashboarding



At $300/month for 5 users, the Manage tier 
allows you to:
● Take advantage of all Connect functionality, plus…
● Participate in IRB offset transactions with other 

companies
● Streamline all of the transactions that you make within 

an offset project
● Assist your customers in simplifying the management of 

their offset obligations
● Collaborate internally across 5 users on opportunities



Advertising on OMX

OMX offers several opportunities to increase 
your company’s exposure to the breadth of 
Canada’s aerospace, defence and security 
ecosystem. As an OMX advertiser, you can 
purchase one or more of our premium 
spotlights for a fixed period of time, fixed 
number of impressions or fixed number of 
clicks. Target your niche market right 
through the platform. Pricing ranges from 
$500-$1,500/month. 



The Future 



Features: Allows any company to easily post opportunities which appear in 
their profile and in an aggregated feed which is accessible by RSS and on 
dashboard 

Opportunities Feed



RFP Engine



Procurement postings

Key Industrial Capabilities 
(KICS)

Eligible Parties

Ratings and reviews

RDA networking

Terms sheet and other 
document templates

Online payments

Government value 
proposition

BIS reporting

Improved UI

Patent profiling

Bookmark 
tagging

Drag 'n' drop file uploads

Improved search
Improved company profiles

Tomorrow...

Government 
user type



Canadian economic 
benefits specification

● Canadian supplier 
reach

● Robust project 
management 
functionality

● Enhanced data 
visualizations

● Centralization of all 
current and projected 
offset-related activities

https://cacoo.com/diagrams/KvukZdnq3KjzDsC7


Internationalization



Contacts: 
Nicole Verkindt 
President
Cell: (519) 942-5332
nicole@theomx.com

Talmon Firestone 
Director of Business Development
Office: (416) 780-9544 ext 104
Cell: (647) 708-2592
talmon@theomx.com 

Katherine Jacome
Account Manager
katherine@theomx.com 
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